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Today’s faces of Kentucky coal
By way of explanation:
Today there is no such entity as a “typical” coal miner, even though many who work in the
industry do so as part of a multi-generational family tradition.
Accordingly, in this series, we'll be profiling several individuals who are actively engaged in
mining and representative of a new generation of mining professionals within Kentucky’s vital
coal industry.
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Coal Facts
17,190 miners earning an average
$47,000 per year.

Age: 40
President, James River Coal
Service Company
Information on Brian Patton:

Personal:
• Born in Pikeville, Kentucky; raised in
Prestonsburg until Grade 5, when his
family moved to Lexington
• Graduated from Henry Clay High
School; l990 University of Kentucky
Mining Engineering Graduate
• Married to Kimberly (Offutt) Patton,
a Realtor; daughter Savannah, age ll
• An avid downhill snow skier, hunter,
and outdoorsman; Deacon at Calvary
Baptist Church, Lexington

Professional:
• President of James River Coal
Service Company, in charge of all
Central Appalachian and surface
mining operations; has held the
positions of Mine Engineer, Chief
Engineer and GM, VP of Operations
and Engineering, and President over
the course of his 17+ year career in
coal—supervising both large deep
and surface mines in Illinois and
Eastern Kentucky

124 million tons produced in 2005,
selling for $4.9 billion.
73% of Kentucky’s coal is exported
out of state, bringing $3.5 billion
into Kentucky. 85 cents on each
dollar stays in Kentucky.
91% of Kentucky’s electricity
comes from coal.
Kentucky has one of the lowest
electrical rates in the nation
because of coal.

The Kentucky coal miner is
safer from injuries than the
average Kentucky worker.

Never underestimate the power of coal. SM

